1. The DOW, Nasdaq, the S & P, AMEX and Chicago EX, etc., are the collective, observable, optimism of the American people and are being attacked by the Obamaistas. We must and will go on the offensive against their anti-US position.

2. “It will not be a journey if you plan it.” Daniel Brush in Art & Antiques – February 2010, p. 80

3. Would Leeloo turn around?

4. “If you’re working so hard, you are doing something wrong.” From the movie; Nat Turner; Hollywood Detective

5. You are in bad shape if you are a control freak playing in someone else’s backyard.

6. Don’t cater to your health, don’t attack it; just expect it as due course and follow your body’s advice. Only go for help when you need it.

7. To verbalize my faith: I am God’s co-pilot.

8. The bureaucrats’ job is to facilitate the interaction between the reality of the individual and the absolute necessary fiction of society. The problem is that they assume the superiority of a protector and reverse their mandate.

9. The NAACP claims that there are racists in The Tea Party and they should be expelled. As usual, they do understand the Party. One of its foundation stones is the Freedom of Speech and with this freedom comes its verso, the Freedom to Listen. It seems that only ones who are listening to the racists’ in the Tea Party are the NAACP and the Left.

10. Taken from the movie Kung Fu Panda spoken under the Peach Tree by Master Oogway to Po: “Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, but today is a gift. That is why it is called the present.”
11. The best friend the Jews and/or Israel have in this world in the 21st Century is the Conservative American Christian.

12. A twenty-year conundrum answered! God, from His perspective, does not see good or evil, just differences. He lets us, as individuals, determine the reality and value of those differences.